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A study is made of the scattering of K mesons by nucleons, with inclusion of effects of the 
possible formation of :=: particles. In addition to the other propositions of the standard the
ory, special use is made of the conditions of causality and of the unitary nature of the S 
matrix. These conditions, together with the additional hypothesis that the interaction is in
variant with respect to rotations in four-dimensional isotopic spin space, enable us to obtain 
equations which are valid at not too high energies and are of the type of Low's equations1•2 in 
the theory of 1r -meson scattering. The form of the interaction is involved in the equations 
through the inhomogeneous term. These equations are at the same time a generalization of 
the dispersion relations for scattering at arbitrary angles. Analogous equations for 1r -meson 
scattering have been obtained in reference 2, where, however, use was made of a special spec
tral representation of the scattering matrix.3- 5 This spectral representation is not used in the 
present paper. 

THE fact that it is not a trivial problem to go from 
the scattering of 1r mesons to a treatment of K
meson scattering is mainly due to the special nature 
of the behavior of the K mesons with respect to 
transformations in ordinary space and isotopic spin 
space, and also to the fact that in the case of the K 
mesons it turns out to be necessary from the very 
beginning to take into account the interactions with 
particles that do not play any direct part in the scat
tering, in particular ~ and A particles, and also 
1r mesons. In addition, one must give more careful 
attention to relativistic effects. The interactions 
are here taken to be the renormalized ones; effects 
of weak interactions are neglected. This last con
dition is formulated as the requirement that all in
teractions be invariant with respect to rotations in 
the four-dimensional isotopic space.6 In this space 
nucleons, :::: particles, and K mesons form the 
four-dimensional isotopic spinors: 

~0 K+ 

'YN= 
~n . and K = K" =IIK1 11 . (i = 1' 2, 3, 4); 
~so /(0 

~s- K- (1) 

The following representation is chosen for the iso
topic matrices:* 

*Hereafter, where no special stipulation is made, the nota
tions of reference 7 are used. 

Y~ = I 0 "ot j (i = 1, 2, 3); Yot = I 0£2 £02 j; 
l --c, 

. I i£2 o I 
Yfi = 0 -i£2 ' 

This way of writing makes it possible to give a 
unified description of the dynamical behavior of 

(2) 

all K mesons, and furthermore the "hypercharge" 
Y6 of the heavy fermions is given apart from a. 
factor i by the eigenvalue of the matrix 'Y~. Un
like the convention of reference 6, we regard the 
isotopic space as pseudo-Euclidean, since only 
in this kind of a space can an isotopic spinor K 
that does not vanish identically be taken to be 
self-conjugate: 

K = -iy~K*. (3) 

It is necessary, however, to impose the invariant 
requirement that K be self-conjugate, owing to 
the existence of only four different K mesons. 
In connection with the experimental facts that are 
interpreted in terms of the presence of different 
parities of K mesons, one can assume* that an 

*One can try to give this fact a general explanation through 
the idea of a fusion of the ordinary and isotopic spaces. 8 We 
note also that the definition of the hypercharge is here an 
obvious four-dimensional way of writing the isotopic fermion 
number of d'Espagnat and Prendtki. The reflections in this four
dimensional isotopic space for the K mesons are analogous to 
the Pauli transformations9 for spinor particles. 
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ordinary reflection r.esults in multiplying each 
isotopic spinor by y~ . To shorten the writing we 
shall also use the formal concept of the baryon 
space,h in which WN and the real isotopic vec
tor w~ ( A0, ~ 1 + i~2 • ~ 1 - i~ 2 • ~ 3 ) are repre-

, sented as a two-component quantity WB = I wNl 
w~, 

on which the Pauli matrices Vi act. After these 
remarks we can write the amplitude for the scat
tering of K mesons by nuclei in a form analogous 
to the amplitude for the scattering of 1r mesons: 7 • iO 

o(p'+q'-p-q)f(p's', q'j; ps, qi) 

= (2 7t)3' \ dxdye-i(qx-q'y) (p' s' I • il2S s+ Ips). 
7t 1 j , ilK/Y) ilK; (x) 

Here s' and s are spinor and isotopic indices, 
including the value of the hypercharge, which is 
equal to + 1 for the incident nucleon and ± 1 for 
the scattered nucleon. The functional derivative 
o/oKj (y) appearing in Eq. (4) can be replaced, 
in virtue of the condition (3), by 

ojo (iy~K*) i = (- I )rnaxu.s-i>o;aK5-i (y). 

(4) 

From this it follows that the amplitude for the 
scattering of K mesons is invariant with respect 
to the substitution 

q ....... - q' =- (p + q- p'), 
(5) 

if one at the same time multiplies by the sign fac
tor a ( ij) = (- 1 )max(i,s-i). ( -1 )max(j,5-j). This 

result is equivalent to a well known theorem of 
Gell-Mann and Goldberger on symmetry in the 
scattering of 1r mesons .10 We further introduce, 
in analogy with reference 7, the K -meson current 
operator h ( x): 

.. ( ) _ . ilS + . , llS+ 
]t X -l~K () s =-tS---

0 ;X 3K;(X)' (6) 

which, in virtue of the causality condition and the 
unitary property of the S matrix, satisfies the 
conditions 

it (x) = (- I )max (!,5-i) is-i (x), 

for Yo<x0 , 
(7) 

oj; (x)foKi (y) = 0 and fi; (x), ji (y)] = 0 for (x- y)2 ~ o. 

Using these conditions, we can rewrite the scatter
ing amplitude in the form 

o (p + q- p'- q')f (p's', q'j; p s, q i) 

= ~. (- l)rnax(j,5-i) \' dxdye-i(qx-q'y)) 
(27t)31 j 

(8) 

X< p' s' IT (i5_i (y) j; (x)) + As-i.i ( x, :X) o (x- y) Ips). 

*In reference 6 this space is called the nucleonic space. 

FIG. 1 

To begin with let us consider separately the last 
term, which corresponds to the simultaneous pro
duction of the final K meson and annihilation of 
the initial K meson. Omitting effects of weak in
teractions, we find that this term is described by 
the diagram shown in Fig. 1, and is given by 

(2~)5 gnttngK"xV+ (p' s') ~ dx dx'dy dy'd~ d~'ei(q'y'+p'x'-px-qy) 

X rsltB (x, x'; ~) Dlt (~. n r~ttK (y, y'; ~') v- (p s). (9) 

Here and in what follows r denotes as usual the 
total vertex part, r 0 denotes the vertex part in 
the first approximation of perturbation theory, de
termined by the form of the interaction in Lint• 
and D7r is the total propagation function of the 1r 
meson. Furthermore r 0 is proportional to the 
o functions o ( y- y') o ( y -; ) or to finite deriva
tives of these functions; in virtue of the conserva
tion of hypercharge or, what is equivalent, the con
servation of strangeness, rB1rB does not contain 
transitions from nucleons to x particles. For an 
analogous reason, and also on account of the trans
formation properties of K and 1r mesons under 
reflections, in the case of parity conservation rK1rK 
= 0 and in the framework of the standard theory the 
entire term (9) must be set equal to zero. If, how
ever, we require only invariance with respect to 
products of ordinary reflections and isotopic re
flections ( in particular charge conservation), and 
not with respect to the separate reflections,* rK1rK 
"' 0 for ( i- j ) =s 2. 

Omitting the· term (9) that has already been con
sidered, after the usual transformations of the the
ory of dispersion relations,1• 7 we get from Eq. (8) 

f (p' s', q' j; P S, q i) = (- 1 )rnax(j,s-j} (27t)5 /2 

xldkfL[ <p's'Ji5_;(0)Jn,k><n,klii(o)Jps> 0 -k 
J ln Po+qo--En(k)-i€ (p+q ) 

+ (p's' I ji (?)In, k> (n, k I j5_i (0) Ips) 

P0 - q0 -En (k) + i€ 

We have further in the real case 

(10) 
0 (p'- q- k)}. 

Po + qo = P~ + q~, Po::):- mn and q0, q~ ::):- mK > 0. (11) 

*This condition can be interpreted as the existence of rota
tions only in the combined space (ordinary x isotopic). 
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This last condition has allowed us to change the 
sign of i€ in the denominator of the second term 
of Eq. (10), since this denominator does not pass 

through zero. We now introduce the Hermitian 
and anti-Hermitian parts of the scattering ampli
tude: 

D(p's', q'j; ps, qi) = +[f(p's', q' j; ps, qi) + f"(ps, qi; p's', q'j)], 

A (p' s', q'j; ps, q i) = ~ [f (p's', q'j; p s, q i)- f (p s, q i; p's', q' j)], 

In virtue of the unitary property of the S matrix, 

(12) 

A ip+q~p'H =-} ~ f (n, p + q; p's', q'j) f (n, P + q; P s, q i) o (En-P0-q0), (13) 
n 

where f ( n, p + q; p s, q i ) are the scattering am
plitudes into states n with momentum p + q and 
energy En ( p + q) > 0. Here, as is usual in the 
theory of the dispersion relations, the system of 
states n is identified with a system of particles 

and complexes with the experimental values of the 
parameters at infinity, and is taken to be a com
plete set. On the other hand, from Eq. (10) with 
use of Eqs. (7) and (11) it follows that 

A lp+q~p'+q' = 7t (2~)5 (-l)max(i,s-j) ~ <p's' I j5_i (0) In, P + q) <n, P + q I h (0)! PSi o (En (p +())-Po- qo)· (14) 
n 

It is essential that Eq. (14) is valid not only in 
the region Po ::: mn, q0 ::: mK, but also in the re
gion* Po ::: mn, q0 > m - m~. We now consider 
the connection between D and A, following mainly 
the work of reference 7. For this purpose we in
troduce the function f ( z ) of a complex variable 
z, obtained by replacing q0 - i€ by z in Eq. (10). 
As follows from an examination of Eq. (10), when 
one takes into account the conservation laws the 
function f ( z ) is analytic everywhere for Im z 
;e 0 and for prescribed p and p', at any rate 
on the segment of the real axis 

- V m~ + (p- q)2 + P~ <z<lf m~ + (p + Q) 2 - Po• 

lmz = 0. 

We postulate further that f ( z) falls off at infin
ityt faster than z-1• Using Eq. (7), one easily gets 

*In using Eq. (13) in the region I«<ol < mK one must proceed 
in all the intermediate manipulations as is done in reference 7, 

replacing mk by a fictitious quantity 't < ~. <k2, with respect 
to which the scattering amplitude is an analytic function, and 
continue the result to the value >t= m~. 

tif the stated hypothesis does not hold and f(z) behaves 
at infinity like zn (evidently in reality n = 0), one could con
sider instead of f(z) the quantity f(z)/(z- z0)n+l in the usual 
way, with corresponding modifications of all subsequent rela
tions. The standard way of solving the Low equations has 
meaning, however, only provided that intermediate states with 
large numbers of particles and high energies do not for any 
reason make an important contribution to the scattering, since 
only if this is true is it possible to justify dropping out the 
higher amplitudes in the infinite system of coupled equations. 
In this case one can also confirm the assumed decrease of 
f(z) with increasing z, by arguing as follows from Eq. (10). 
Neglecting, for large z, all terms except z in the denomina-

from Eq. (10) and (12) (for brevity the arguments 
other than q0 are not written out): 

A (q0 ) = * [ lim. f (z)- lim. f (z)J . 
z--,..q0 -te Z-----+-q0+te 

(15) 

Using the properties of the function f ( z) and 
applying the Cauchy integral theorem, taking the 
contours of integration shown in Fig. 2, one easily 
finds that 

-oo (16) 

Thereupon, taking the average of the expressions 
(16) and letting € go to zero, we find that 

00 

= ~ ~ A (q0) P - dq;; . 
_ 00 qo-qo 

(17) 

tor of Eq. (10), by representing the 8 functions as Fourier 
series one can carry out the summation over the intermediate 
states. After this the numerator of the integrand will be pro
portional to the matrix element of the commutator [ii (0, y), 
j 5 j(O)], which is zero in virtue of the causality condition. We 
emphasize that a complete treatment of this question is in 
general impossible in the framework of the existing theory, and 
that one must only hope that, as in the case of "-meson scat
tering, these last considerations are in some sense justified, 
at least for not too high energies of the scattered particles. 
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FIG. 2 

It follows from Eq. (17) that for given p s, p's' 

f ( ' ' '. .) f ( ' ' q' . q ) p s , q J; p s, q z = 11 q0 , n = lli'i, q0 , n = TQT 

_ 1 r A (p0 - p~ + llo• n', j; ~. n, i) ~ 
-- J ~ . dqo. 

7t -oo qo- qo- te: 
(18) 

In Eq. (18) we carry out the change to observable 
quantities, recalling that A is expressed in terms 
of the scattering amplitude by Eq. (13) only for 
q0, q0 ~ mK; p0, Po ~ mN. For this purpose we 
go over to Salam's reference system, in which 
p + p' = 0. In this system7 

qo = q~ = V mk + P2 + A2 ; Po = P~ , q = - P +I.e,. 

q' = p' +I.e, e2 = 1, ep = 0 (19) 

and the substitution (5) takes the form 

(5') 

In view of what has been said we can write, dropping 
from the list of arguments the prescribed values 
ps, p's', 

(20) 

The region of integration in Eq. (20) can be divided 
into two parts: from zero to E1 (the so-called un-· 
physical part), and from E1 to infinity, where in 
the chosen system of reference E1 = ( mk + p2 )1f2• 

In the second region the expression (13) can be used 
for Aji. We see, however, that owing to the pres
ence in Eqs. (13) and (14) of o functions of the en
ergy, and in virtue of the conservation laws, if we 
have just the condition 

and if we assume that the amplitude fhi ( qo, e) 
is itself determined by the corresponding rela
tions for all q0 > 0, then the contribution in the 
unphysical region will be given only by states with 

a single intermediate 1; particle, or also with a 
1; particle and a 1r meson ( in the case of an in
termediate A particle the presence of two 1r me
sons is possible). Therefore in Eq. (13) and (14) 
we break up the sum over the intermediate states 
into two parts 

(21) 
n n n 

where 6" denotes the sum over the positive-
n 

energy intermediate states that can give a contri-
bution in the unphysical region, except states with 
one nucleon and one K meson. We shall make a 
direct evaluation of the contribution to A corre-

sponding to 6". From what has been said it fol

lows that in the first place there will occur in the 

sum 6" the anti-hermitian component A~~) of 
n Jl 

the part of the scattering amplitude given by the 
diagram shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding quan-

FIG. 3 

tity can be determined in complete analogy with the 
theory of 1r -meson.scattering in the following way:* 

~g ll (- i)max(/,5-/) 
A<a>a ( + , ') _ ..:..:::.:BK~B~-,;--;-,---;-;;,...---fi p q-p -q -- 2i·2(21t)5 

<n 

X { ifi' (p's') ~ d p~ ~ dp" fsK5_1B (p', p"; - q') 
0 

XGr.(p")fBK1B(p", p'; q)v-(p, s)-[ J}. (22) 

The second term in the curly brackets, indicated 
by square brackets, is obtained from the first term 
by the interchange p' - p, q - q', i - j and 
complex conjugation. Here rBKB are vertex 
parts defined in the standard way: 

~ ll08 (x, x') 
gBKB fBKtB(X, x'; ~) =- ll <K; (~))0 

*To give to Eq. (22) an explicitly invariant form with re• 
spect to transformations in the four-diJl!ensional isotopic space, 
one would have to replace v+ by v+y~ and make a corre
sponding change in the definition of Ga. To shorten the pre
sentation we have not done this, but this circumstance must be 
kept in mind in examining Eq. (25) and in many other cases in 
which it is not sufficient to consider only invariance with re
spect to three-dimensional isotopic transformations. 
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and GB is the total propagation function of the 
baryons 

Gs =I ~: j. (23) 

Here, for example, G2:; = i < T (~2:;1/!2:;) >o has the 
form7 

yps1 (p2 ) + mr:,s2 (p2) 
GE(p)= 2 • · • mr:,-P -te (24) 

where m 2:; is the experimental mass of the 2:; 
particle. 

By using the relation (7 .15) of reference 7, the 
equation 

YoftK;B (p', p"; - q') Yo 

= (- 1 )max(i,s-ilr BKs-iB (p"' p'; q') (25) 

which -follows from the definition of rBKB ( see 
also the preceding note), and Eq. (24), we get from 
Eq. (24), the results 

-2 00 

AWa (p + q- p' - q') = - 4g(~~r. (- 1 )max (j, 5-j) v+ (p' s') ~ dp~ ~ dp 
0 

X fsKs-jB(p', p"; - q') (yp" + mr:,) () (m~- p"2) fsK1s(p", p'; q) v-(ps) 

~ ~ '8(p'- V p' 2 +m2 ) 
= _ BKB4 8 (p' + q' _ p _ q) dp" o E 0 (p" _ p _ q) 

4 (2rr) 2 V p"•+m~ 

X v+(p's') fsKs-jB(p'; p'- p") (yp" + mr:,) fsK;B(p"; p"- p)v-(p, s), (26) 

where r(p", p"-p)o (p"-p-q) = r(p"1 p; q). 
As can be seen from Eq. (26), the vertex parts 

r BKB ( p' , p" ; q ) occur only with values of the 
momenta that satisfy the free-particle equations 
with the experimental masses; using the arbitrari
ness in the prescription of gBKB· we can define 
the renormalized coupling constants of the inter
action of baryons with K mesons by means of the 
condition 

gBKBfBKB(m~, m~; m~)=gsKBr~KB(1 +0(q2)), (27) 

where 0 ( 0 ) = 0 and r~KB is the interaction cor
responding to the first approximation of perturba
tion theory for the special Lint with the experi
mental parameters.* Inserting the expression (26) 
as the part A in Eq. (20) and performing the inte
gration over q0, we verify that A(a) gives two 
terms in the scattering amplitude. In the low-en
ergy limit these terms agree respectively with the 
total term of the first approximation of perturba
tion theory for the diagram of Fig. 3 and with the 
term for the diagram obtained from Fig. 3 by'the 
substitutions (5), for the experimental values of 
the parameters. We note that in consequence of 
the conservation of hypercharge one of these terms 
is always equal to zero. As has already been men-

*For brevity we do not display distinctions between the 
interaction constants between K mesons and various baryons. 
These constants (CJlKN• qNKN' etc.) can be introduced 
independently of each other, by considering separately the 
various processes of K-meson scattering. 

tioned, besides the diagram of Fig. 3 there will 

also be contributions A(b) to 'f:j" from diagrams 
n 

in which at some stage in the intermediate states 
there are rr mesons present as well as 2:; par
ticles. Even at low energies, however, the anti
Hermitian part A (b) constructed in the same way 
as Eq. (26) will be determined not only by the form 
of the interaction and the experimental parameters 
(masses and coupling constants) but also, in gen
eral, by the unknown functions s 1 ( p2 ), s 2 ( p2 ) of 
Eq. (24), and also by the analogous functions oc
curring in Gn and Drr. These functions must be 
further determined, either by a rigorous or approx
imate solution of the field equations, or by the study 
of other experiments. 

Substituting Eqs. (13) and (21) into Eq. (20) and 
including the term (9), we finally obtain, in the 
reference system p + p' = 0 [ Eq. (19)] for pre
scribed p s, s' and p2 < PI, 

fii (q0 , e)= (1 + Int){oii (1) 

J... ~' f*(n,J..~e; - ps', p + J..~ej) f (n, J..~e; ps, - p + J..~ei)} 
+ 2rr n q0 +Po- En - ie • 

(28) 

Here Int means the substitution (5) with multipli
cation by a ( ij ) ; A.'n is defined by the relation A.h 2 

= (En (A.') - Po )2 - p2 - mk > 0; and Oji ( 1) de
notes terms calculated on the stated basis in the 
first approximation of perturbation theory, with 
the experimental parameters, from the diagrams 
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of Figs. 1 and 3 and diagrams with a ~ particle 
and a 11' meson, possibly with inclusion of addi
tional experimental information. 

The equation that has been obtained is the first 
member· of an infinite system of coupled equations 
for the scattering amplitudes, of the type of rela
tivistic Low equations. In the first approximation, 
in which one usually solves the Low equations, all 
the higher amplitudes are omitted, and at suffi
ciently low energies we arrive at a closed integral 
equation.* K.s follows from our result (28), this 
equation is simply the corresponding dispersion 
relation, with the form of the interaction entering 
through the inhomogeneous term. A special prop
erty of the K mesons is the fact that a study of 
their scattering by means of equations of the type 
of the Low equations can provide a basis for im
portant conclusions about the structure of the iso
topic space. Moreover, qualitative conclusions 
already offer a possibility, by analogy with the 
11' -meson scattering, of settling in which state the 
scattering will be largest. 

In conclusion the writer expresses his grati
tude to Professor D. D. Ivanenko for his interest 

in this work and toM. K. Polivanov for comments. 
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The development of extensive air showers is studied under the assumption that the fraction 
of energy lost in interaction of ultra-high energy particles with light nuclei is subject to 
strong fluctuations. It is shown that the main features of extensive air showers can be ex
plained without recourse to the hypothesis that the nuclear component plays an important 
role in the development of showers in the depth of the atmosphere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IT is well known that extensive air showers (EAS) 
consisting of 104 to 105 particles possess a lateral 
distribution which is independent of the altitude of 
observation (within the limits of 1000 to 640 g/cm2 

*By this approximate equation fii (q.,, e) is determined1not 
only in the physical region, but also for 0 < q0 < (m~ + p2 )h. 

atmospheric depth) and that the number of such 
showers varies in the atmosphere exponentially, 
with an absorption coefficient 1/p. = 130 to 140 
g/ em 2• These facts have been explained by sev
eral authors1- 3 who have assumed that the devel
opment of EAS is determined by the development 
of nuclear cascade. In that theory, the slow ab
sorption of showers in the atmosphere is explained 




